Introduction
In 1967, Vald K. Linis The seminal work of Linis and Maksim (1967) has the following merits. First, it introduced the concept of characteristic functions, later called deficit functions (DFs) because of representing the deficit number of vehicles required at a particular terminal in question in a multi-terminal transportation system. Second, it presented the first proof of the minimal fleet size theorem in the terms of maxima of the DF's. Third, it developed the idea of utilizing DFs for fleet size minimization through shifting flight departure times. Fourth, it proposed a heuristic algorithm for constructing aircraft routes. Fifth, it proposed an algorithm for constructing the minimal complete chain system (MCCS). Sixth, it described, in non-formal terms, a new graph-theoretic construction of the so-called Linis graph (see Gertsbakh and Gurevich, 1982) , which allows to solve the so-called Center Problem and develop further the research associated with the crew scheduling activity. These ideas escribed in the paper of Linis and Maksim (1967) were well ahead of their time and preserve their importance and novelty even for today and for future further research.
The DF concept and modelling attracted the attention of the English-spoken community through the work by Gertsbakh and Gurevich (1977) , Gertsbakh and Stern (1978) and Ceder and Stern (1981) . Since then, there have been plenty of developments in the understanding of the theoretical, methodological and applied aspects of the DF advantages. That is, the DF concept and modelling proffers a graphical person-computer interactive approach and provides a highly informative graphical technique that is simple to interact with and use. Practical suggestions can be interjected, by the scheduler/planner followed immediately by describing the effects of the suggestions on the vehicle's schedule. Thus the graphical DF concept helps in creating an efficient public transport (PT) vehicle schedules, timetables, crew duties, networks of routes, bus rapid transit systems, and operational parking spaces (Gertsbakh and Gurevich, 1982; Ceder, 2016) . For a detailed description of the major developments of the DF modelling and applications in PT planning and operations over the past 50 years, readers are referred to Ceder (2016) and Liu and Ceder (2017) .
The year 2017 marks the 50th anniversary of the publication of Linis and Maksim 1967 paper. To commemorate this historical event in transportation science and stimulate further use of the DF concept as a bridge between the world of researchers and the world of practitioners, we translated the original Russian article into English with the title of 'on the problem of constructing routes, part II: methodology and numerical example'; it follows this part. In this preface, we provide a historical overview of the LinisMaksim paper, add remarks, and clarify some concepts and facts.
Remarks and Commentary
Following the Russian publication tradition in those days, the 1967 paper of Linis and Maksim has neither an abstract nor references. It mainly comprised of seven sections. Section 1 of the paper provides a description of the problem considered. This section starts by introducing the background of the local civil aviation schedule-design problem. It follows by two main questions: (1) what is the minimal fleet size required for a given schedule, and (2) how to construct the optimal routes for each aircraft.
Section 2 aims at answering the first question of fleet size estimation and minimization. It starts by introducing the basic notations with the employment of a 22-trip, 5-terminal example to explicate the notations. Then it provides the definition of the step (or characteristic) function, i.e., the DF, using graphical illustrations of the 22-trip, 5-terminal example. It continues by the presentation of the wellknown fleet size formula describing the relationship between the fleet size and the total deficits of all the terminals. Similar fleet size formulations were independently derived by Bartlett (1957) and Salzborn (1972 Salzborn ( , 1974 .
Sections 3 and 4 focuses on answering the second question of constructing routes. Section 3 introduces the "balance" property of schedule followed by the definition of the minimal complete chain system (MCCS). The MCCS serves as the basis of constructing aircraft routes and crew duties. Next, a simple algorithm for constructing MCCS is described. The final part of Section 3 provides an extension of the MCCS with some insights for constructing balanced crew duties. Section 4 is another interesting extension of the MCCS making each chain to visit a base airport calling it a Centre Problem. An intuitivebased procedure, utilizing the so-call "hollow zones" of the DFs, is provided to construct closed chains to visit the base airports.
Section 5 provides an eight-step algorithm for solving the problem of route construction with minimal fleet size. The DF-based fleet size estimation and minimization procedures are incorporated within this algorithm in its fifth step. Fleet size reduction through shifting departure times appears in the sixth step. The seventh step is about the feasibility check of the MCCS, and in the last step, MCCSs are constructed according to an optimization criterion. Section 6 employs the 22-trip, 5-terminal example to illustrate (i) fleet size estimation procedure using the DF tool; (ii) fleet size reduction procedure through shifting flight departure times; and (iii) aircraft route construction. The example has shown that the DF-based tool is simple and easy to use graphically for fleet size estimation and minimization, and for aircraft route construction.
The last section of the paper notes that the DF-based methodology can be extended from one to many airline companies simultaneously, which will maximize the effectiveness and efficiency of the DFbased methodology.
Concluding Remark
It is remarkable that the 50-year ago paper by Linis and Maksim (1967) doesn't only provide the DF-based methodology for fleet size estimation and minimization, but also provides a good algorithm for route construction based on the MCCS of the DFs. In addition, it is fascinating that the construction of the MCCS is directly related to the crew scheduling activity, which is not addressed in their paper. Moreover, the construction of a MCCS with each chain visiting a base airport using the "hollow zones" of the DFs, is related to the depot-constrained vehicle scheduling problem appearing years after. All in all, the merit of this 1967 paper's translation is to describe the roots of the DF modelling so as to enable further studies to emerge with more contributions. 
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